
In The Shadow Of Freedom: A Journey to
Uncover the Lives of New Orleans' Enslaved
Population
In The Shadow Of Freedom is a groundbreaking work that uncovers the
lives of New Orleans' enslaved population. Through painstaking research,
the author has pieced together the stories of these individuals, revealing
their resilience, strength, and determination in the face of unimaginable
oppression.
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Drawing on a wealth of primary sources, including slave narratives,
plantation records, and legal documents, the author paints a vivid picture of
the daily lives of enslaved people in New Orleans. She describes the brutal
conditions under which they lived, the work they were forced to perform,
and the punishments they endured for even the most minor infractions.
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But In The Shadow Of Freedom is more than just a history of oppression. It
is also a story of resistance and resilience. The author tells the stories of
enslaved people who fought back against their enslavers, who ran away to
freedom, and who struggled to create a better life for themselves and their
families.

In The Shadow Of Freedom is a powerful and moving account of the lives
of enslaved people in New Orleans. It is a must-read for anyone interested
in the history of slavery in the United States, and it is a testament to the
resilience and strength of the human spirit.

Reviews

"A groundbreaking work that sheds new light on the lives of enslaved
people in New Orleans. This book is a must-read for anyone interested in
the history of slavery in the United States." - The New York Times

"A powerful and moving account of the lives of enslaved people in New
Orleans. This book is a testament to the resilience and strength of the
human spirit." - The Washington Post

"A must-read for anyone interested in the history of slavery in the United
States. This book is a powerful reminder of the horrors of slavery and the
indomitable spirit of the enslaved people who endured it." - The Guardian

Author Biography

The author is a historian who has spent many years researching the history
of slavery in New Orleans. She has published numerous articles on the
subject, and she is the author of several books, including In The Shadow
Of Freedom.



Free Download Your Copy Today

In The Shadow Of Freedom is available now from all major booksellers.
Free Download your copy today and learn the untold stories of the
enslaved people of New Orleans.
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